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In this paper we discuss the existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic estimates of 
solutions of the singularly perturbed boundary value problem for the general non- 
linear second order ordinary differential equation on the infinite interval with a 
small parameter E z 0: 
EY” =f(x, y, Y’, E), 
y(--,&)=a, Y(@AE)=B. 
When its reduced problem 
0 = Ax, u, u’, O), 
u(-cu)=a, u(a)=B 
has weakly discontinuous olutions. In the present paper, a class of new turning 
point problems are considered. 0 1989 Academic PESS, IX. 
I. INrR00UCrt0~ 
The investigation of singularly perturbed boundary value problems for 
the second order nonlinear ordinary differential equations on the infinite 
interval with discontinuous reduced solutions is important not only for 
theoretical purposes but also for the wide applications of these problems 
in such areas as genetic engineering, biochemistry, biology, chemical 
engineering, combustion theory, shock wave theory, and so on. 
On a semi-infinite interval, Hoppensteadt Cl, 21 and Markowich and 
Ringhofer [3] have studied the singularly perturbed initial value problems 
and boundary value problems, respectively. Taking the smoothing of 
discontinuous solutions for Riemann problem of a quasi-linear hyperbolic 
system as the background, Wu [4], Zhou [5-81, and Zhao [9] have 
considered certain singularly perturbed boundary value problems for the 
second order quasi-linear equations on the infinite interval with discon- 
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tinuous reduced solutions. The singularly perturbed boundary value 
problems with interior layer on a finite interval have been investigated by 
Fife and others (see, e.g., [lO-143). Among them, Haber and Levinson 
[12], O’Malley [13], and Howes [14] have been especially interested in 
singularly perturbed boundary value problems for general nonlinear second 
order equations with weakly discontinuous reduced solutions. However, 
the case of general nonlinear second order equations on the doubly infinite 
interval with weakly discontinuous reduced solutions seems untouched, 
and we would like to embark on this problem in the present paper. 
Consider the singularly perturbed boundary value problem for the 
general nonlinear second order ordinary differential equation on the infinite 
interval with a small parameter E > 0, 
wn =.0x, Y, Y’, El, (1) 
A-c%&)=% y(cQ,E)=B, (2) 
where a, p are constants. When E = 0, the boundary value problem (l), (2) 
reduces to 
0 =f(x, 4 u’, 01, (3) 
u(-co)=a, u(co)=/?. (4) 
In this paper, by making use mainly of differential inequalities, we study 
the existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic estimates of solutions for the 
boundary value problem (l), (2) when its reduced problem (3), (4) has a 
weakly discontinuous solution 
u=u(x)= g(x), --oo <x<xg, 
h(x), x,<x< al, 
where x,, is a constant, and 
g(x,) = h(x,L g’(xd z hh). 
It should be pointed out that the use of differential inequalities in 
singular perturbations has been primarily developed by Howes [15] and 
Chang and Howes [16]. Smith [ll] has also used differential inequalities 
to discuss some singularly perturbed problems. 
The hypotheses in the theorems and their corollaries of Section III imply 
.fA%, Y, z, E) = 0, 
and hence, by [17], we are faced with a class of new turning point 
problems. As far as the author knows, such nonlinear turning point 
problems on the infinite interval remain untouched. 
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In preparation for the proofs of the main results in this paper, several 
lemmas will be given in this section. 
Let sO, &, c, d>O, a, b, x0 be constants, a< 6, and [x,-6,, xo+6o] c 
(a, 6). Also, let 
II. LEMMAS 
w= {(A Y)lXo-&l<x~x,, lyl a), 
ot2’= ((x7 y)Ia,<x<x,-60, ly( <d), 
w= ((4 y)I-%<x<x,+6,, lyl a}, 
D:“= ((x, y)lx,+S,<x<b, (yl af), 
El = {lx, Y)~x~-~,<x<x,, (yl a}, 
E2= ((x> y)lxo<x~x,+6,, ly( ei), 
E=D~‘vE,uE,uD’~’ 2 . 
Consider the boundary value problem 
&Yn =fk Y, Y’, E), 
Y(U, E) = a09 y(b, &I= Bo 
(1) 
(6) 
and the initial value problems 
24’ = cpl(X, u), (7) 
u(a)=a, (8) 
and 
24’ = cp*(x, u), (9) 
u(b) = Do, (10) 
where ao, PO are constants, and z = cpi(x, y) (i= 1,2) are the roots of the 
equation f(x, y, z, 0) = 0 on Ei u Di*). Let 
1 
cpl(4 YX (2) 
a9 Y) = 
(xv Y)EEI uD, 7 
(P2(4 Yh (x, y)~&uD~), 
G,=((x,y,z,~)((x,y)~D(1%D~), lzl<co,O<~<<~f, 
G,={(x,~,z,E)I(x,~)ED(:~JD~=), Iz-cp(x,y)l<c,O~~~~o}, 
G=G1vG2. 
Then we have the following 
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LEMMA 1. Assume that 
1. cp(x, y) andf(x, y, z, E) are continuously differentiable on E and on 
G, respectively; 
2. there exists E, E (0, Q,] such that for 0 < E < Ed, the boundary value 
problem (l), (6) has a solution y = y(x, E), andfor any positive n < fiO, there 
exist Ed E (0, E,] and d, E (0, d) such that 
IY(x, E)I G 4, 
forO<E<e,,andxE[a,x,-n]u[x,+n,b]; 
3. the initial value problems (7), (8) and (9), (10) have the solutions 
u = ul(x) and u = t+(x) which are defined on [a, x,,) and on (x,, b], respec- 
tively. Let 
%(X) = 
U,(X)> a<x<x,, 
U,(X)? x,<x<b; 
4. z = cp(x, y ) is a negatively and positively directionally globally stable 
root of the equation f(x, y, z, 0) = 0 on E, and on E,, respectively, while it 
is a negatively and positively directionally stable root of the equation on 0:” 
and on D$“, respectively. That is, for any (x, y)~ E1(E2), z= cp(x, y) is a 
negatively (positively) directionally globally asymptotically stable singular 
point of the boundary layer equation 
dz 
,=f(x, y, z, 0), 
while for any (x, y) E Dy’ (Dy’), z = C&X, y) is a negatively (positively) 
directionally asymptotically stable singular point of Eq. (11). Then for any 
positive 6 < min(x, - a, b - x,}, 
~~J”i’(X,E)=Ub”(X) (i=O, 1) (12) 
unzformly on [a, x0 - S] u [x, + 6, b]. 
Proof: We only prove that (12) holds uniformly on [x0 + 6, b] (the 
other can be proved similarly). We mayI without loss of generality, assume 
6 -=c 6,. Let q0 E (0, 6/2). Then it follows from 2 that there exist E,, E (0, Q] 
and d,,, E (0, d) such that for 0 < E < E,, and x,, + q0 < x < b, 
IY(x, E)I G d,,, 
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and hence for each E E (0, EJ, there exists t(s) E (x,, + q,,, x0 + 6/2) such 
that 
Let u = u(x, E) be the solution of the initial value problem 
u’ = 4%(x, u), 
4,=5(E) = Y(5(&), El. 
(13) 
Then it follows by the proof of the theorem of [lS] that for sufficiently 
small E > 0, u(x, E) is defined on t(s) <x <b and 
lim (y”‘(x 9 E) - u(‘)(x 7 E)) = 0 (i=O, 1) 
E’O 
uniformly on [x0 + 6, b]. Hence we get 
(x, u2(x)) E E2 u 0;” (x,+S<x<b), 
and 
lim u(x, E) = u,(x), 
E-b0 
lim u’(x, E) = limo cp(x, U(X, E)) = U;(X) 
E’O 
uniformly on [x0 + 6, b]. Thus, (12) holds uniformly on [x0 + 6, b]. And 
the lemma is proved. 
By the way, on analysis of the proof of Lemma 1 and that of the 
Theorem in [18], it is easily seen that the conditions H, and H, there can 
be weakened to forms similar to the assumptions 2 and 4 here, respectively. 
We make the following hypotheses: 
H,. The reduced problem (3), (4) has a weakly discontinuous 
solution u = U(X) of the form (5). 
H,. f(x, y, z, E) is continuously differentiable on 
~=((~,y,~,~)IIxl~oo,Iy-u(x)l~d,lzl~oo,O~~~~,}, 
and satisfies the Nagumo condition, i.e., 
Ifk y, z, &)I d @(lZl> EL (XT y, z, E) E Q, 
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where @(s, E) is a positive continuous function with respect to s on [0, 00) 
for each E E [0, E,J, and 
HP There exist X> lx01 and k > 0 such that 
L(x, Y, z, ~1 sgn x G - k 
for 1x1 2 X, 1 y - u(x)\ <d, IzI < co, and 0 GE <Ed. 
l-L. There exist nonnegative continuous functions p(x) and q(x) 
defined on x < -X and on x 2 X, respectively, such that 
Ifxk u(x), u’(x), ON + Ify(x, Y, W), &)I 
+ If&(x, u(x), u’(x), &)I G P(X) 
for x< -X, Iv--u(x)1 <d, and O<E<E~, and 
Ifx(x, u(x), u’(x), 011 + I.t+, Y, u’(x), &)I 
+ If&b? u(x), u’(x), &)I G 4(x) 
for x2X ly- u(x)1 Gd, and O<E<E,,, and the integrals J-2 p(x) dx, 
JF q(x) dx are convergent. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that H,-H, hold and that there exist G,(x), 
g,(x) E C( - 00, co) such that 
1. for -c~coxxc0, 
-d<w,(x)-u(x)<O<&(x)-u(x)<d; 
2. with the exception of finite numbers of points at most, O,(x) and 
w,(x) are differentiable on ( - 00, co), while at each of these finite numbers 
of points, there exist the left and right derivatives of O,(x) and g,(x) and the 
left derivative of O,(x) is not less than its right derivative, the left derivative 
of g,(x) is not greater than its right derivative; 
3. for any (X,,, j,) E {(x, y) I 1x1 < co, o,(x) < y < G,(x)}, the curves 
y = G,(x) and y = o,(x) are “transversal” to integral curves of the equation 
(1) emanating from (X,,, j,,), i.e., the integral curve is not tangent to the 
curve y = 6,(x) or y = Q,(X) at any point in -co < x < oc), where these two 
curves intersect. 
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Then the boundary value problem (1 ), (2) has a solution y = y(x, E) such 
that 
w,(x) Q Yk E) G&(x) (-al<x<al). 
Proof. By Theorem 2 of [ 191 (with obvious modifications), it is not 
difficult to prove that for any natural number n, there exists a solution 
y = y,(x, E) of the boundary value problem 
such that 
&YR =fb, Y, Y’, E), 
Y(-4&)=4--h Yh El = u(n), 
o,(x) G Y”k E) G Q(x) (-n<x<n). (14) 
By (14) and Lemma 1 of [19], there exist convergent subsequences 
{ yn,(O, E)} and { yLm(O, E)}. Let their limits be II, and v,, respectively. We 
maintain that the solution y = y(x, E) of the equation (1) satisfying 
~(0, E) = A, and ~‘(0, E) = v, is a solution of the boundary value problem 
(11, (2), and 
w,(x) G Y(X, &) G a(x) (-co<x<cx,). (15) 
In fact, it is easily shown from (14) that (15) holds. It remains to prove 
that y(x, E) satisfies (2). If y(co, E) = B were false, then there would exist 
,u>O, x,foo (m+oo) such that 
lYh?l~ &)-PI >2P (m = 1, 2, . ..). 
Take n, 2 x, (m = 1,2, . ..). Then we have 
lY(%?l~ &I - Y?J%m &)I ‘P (16) 
for m sufficiently large. 
On the other hand, by Hi-H,, the equation f(x, y, z, 0) = 0 has the 
(unique) continuously differentiable solution z = Y(x, y) on X< x < co, 
1 y - u(x)1 Gd, and hence u(x) E C2[X, co). Then we have 
lU”(X)l +?(x)U + lu’(x)l) (x b X). 
Thus, it is not difficult to get the estimate 
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luYx)l G Iu’tVl exp (i j: 4(t) df} 
+ijxq(s)exp{t j^q(t)dt}ds (x2X). 
X s 
Therefore, there exists L > 0 such that 
l+L 
lU”(X)l 6 - k 4(x) (x 2 X). 
Choose A > X sufficiently large and B > A such that 
Then it follows from the integral expressions of y(x, E) and y,(x, E) that 
IYkn, &I- ~,,hm ~11 G l4c,J - 4dl+ IY(& E) - yn,,,(B, &)I 
+PClY’(4 &)I + IYk,(A &)I +w’(A)Il +e 
8(1+ IY’M ~11 + Iu’VN) 4 
for sufficiently large m. This inequality contradicts the inequality (16) for m 
suffkiently large. By analogy, y( - co, E) = c( is true. And the lemma is 
proved. 
On careful examination of the proof of Lemma 2, it is not difficult to get 
the following 
LEMMA 3. Assume H,, H, hold. Zf there exist O,(x), g,(x) E C( - CO, co) 
such that 
@A--00)=&t--co, @,(~)=~A~), 
and the conditions 1-3 in Lemma 2 are satisfied, then the conclusion of 
Lemma 2 remains valid. 
Finally, we should point out the obvious fact which is used in the follow- 
ing: if, for an E > 0, O,(x), w,(x) E C2(Z) (I an open interval), o,(x) < O,(x) 
(XE I), f(x, y, z, E) is continuous with respect to (x, y, z) on the region 
(tx, Y, z) Ix E 4 o,(x) G Y G fi,(x), I4 < ~0 >, and 
=x(x) <f(x, f&(x), $(x1, E) tx E 0, 
WiYX) >f(x, 0,(xX w:(x), E) tx E 0, 
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then the curves y = O,(x) and y = w,(x) are transversal to integral curves 
of Eq. (1) emanating from any (X,,, j,J E {(x, y) 1 x E Z, o,(x) < y < O,(x)) 
in the mentioned above meaning. 
III. EXISTENCE AND ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, Hypothesis H, of Section II will be changed to 
Hi. The reduced problem (3), (4) has a weakly discontinuous solu- 
tion u = U(X) of the form (5), such that g(x)E Cz( - 00, x,], 
h(x) E C2[xo, 00). 
Let d, s0 > 0 be constants as in H, of Section II. 
We assume the hypotheses 
Hi. There exist 6,, k > 0 such that 
fAx, Y, z, E) sgn(x - x0) < 0 
for O< lx-xOI <6,, ly--u(x)] <d, Izl <co, and O<s<sO, and 
f,(x, Y, GE) sgn(x -x0) < -k 
for lx-x,,J a&,, [r-u(x)1 <d, lzj < a3, and O<E<E,,. 
HI. There exist p, M> 0 and X> lx01 such that 
If& 4x), W)> 011 + IfJx, Y, u’(x), &)I 
+ Ife(x, u(x), u’(x), &)I d Mepplx’ 
for 1x1 2X, Iy-U(X)/ dd, and OGE<E~. 
H,- For XGX,, ly-g(x)1 <d, and O<E<C~, 
fy(x, Y, g’(x), &I > 0, 
and for x2x,, [y-h(x)/ <d, and O<E<E~, 
fY(X’ Y, h’(x), El > 0. 
THEOREM 1. Assume Hi, H,, Hi, Hi, H, hold. Then for sufficiently 
small E > 0, the boundary value problem (l), (2) has a solution y = y(x, E) 
such that 
1 y(x, 8) - u(x)1 < c, & e-~“‘x-xo’ (--oo<x<m), (17) 
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and for any 6 > 0, 
IY’b, &I - +)I 
<$exp{ -2( ,x-xo, -i)] 
+~3&expbblx-xol) (lx-&3l aa (18) 
where pO, k,, ci (i= 1,2, 3) are positive constants. 
Proof: Choose sufficiently large X, > max{&,, 2X) such that 
M,=Mexp(-~L(XI-lxOl)j<~k. 
It follows that 
(19) 
lu”(x)l g~e-pl”l(l + lu’(x)l) (lx-x0 2x11. 
Hence it is not difficult to show that there exists N>O such that 
lu”(x)l < Ne-plxl (lx-%I 2x11. (20) 
Moreover, there exists B>O such that 
fyk Y, g'(x)> E)> B 
(x,-X, <x<x,, ly-g(x)1 <d, O<E<E~), 
fJx, Y, h'(x), 8) > B 
(21) 
(x,6x<x,+X,, ly-h(x)1 <d, O<E<E~). (22) 
Let 
R=max{ max (Ig”(x)l + II&(x, g(x), g’(x), &)I, x0 - x, < x c x0 o<a<.so 
max xo~x<xo+xl (Ih”(x)l + IfAx, h(x)> h’(x), &)I ,>. 
O<ES.?O 
Then we may choose above B > 0 so small that 
M-?-N R 
i&zy%3 
(23) 
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Let 
f5,(x,c)=u(x)+JZoexp{-J~x-xo~}+$ 
~ew~~Ax-xo+W 
+CI,cr,-S+(~--~)N,exp{~~(x~-X,)}l 
.exp{A.,(x-x,+X,)}} +N,P (XGXCI-J-11, 
.exp{-~L(xo+X1))lexp{~,(x-x,-X,)} 
- CS+jlfa2-(C1+~3)NEexp{-~Cl(x,+X1)}l 
.exp{&(x-x,-X,)}} +NEePP” (x>x,+J-,I, 
~exp{--CL(xO+~l)~l exp&(x-xo-WI 
-CCS+l,p,-(~++~)N,exp{-~L(xO+XI))l 
.exp{l,(x-x,-X,))} - N,ePPX (x2x,+X,), 
where I,, = Ig’(x,) - If(x S < kR/4B is a positive constant, and 
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a,(&)=O1(xO-X1,&)--U(xO--X1), 
a2(E) =&(x0 + Xl, E) - 4x0 + Xl), 
B1(E)=~(Xo-~1)-01(Xo-~,,&), 
P2b) = 4x0 + Xl) - w,(xo + J-, 7 El, 
1 -kfJk2-4M1e 
1,2 - 2E ’ 
;1 --kTJm 
3,4 - 2E y 
N = of+w 
’ kp-Ml-qi2’ 
Then 
lim aA&) - lim “(‘) = R 
E’O E E’O E B 
(i= 1,2), 
lim !--A, =limA,=lim I,+$ 
( > E+O E E-O E’O ( > 
(24) 
(25) 
Moreover, 
lim (O;(xo - X, + 0, E) - u’(x, - X,)) 
E’O 
= liio (c&(x0 - x, + 0, E) - u’(x0 - Xl)) = 0, (26) 
lim (O;(xo + X, - 0, E) - u’(x, + X,)) 
E-0 
= FFo (yi(xo + X, -0, E) - u'(x, + X,)) = 0. (27) 
Let 
i 
02(x, El, XGXo-Xl, 
ax) = 0,(x, EL x0-x,<x<x,+x,, 
ax, El, x2x,+x, 
i 
02(x, EL xdxo-x,, 
Y,(X) = w,(x, El, x0-X,Qx<xo+X,, 
w3k El, x2x,+x,. 
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Then it is easily seen that, for sufficiently small E > 0, O,(x), 
w,(x) E C( - co, co), and the conditions 1 and 2 of Lemma 2 are satisfied. 
Moreover, it follows by the assumptions and (19k(27) that for sufficiently 
small E>O and XE(-co, co)\{x,,xOfX,), 
E@(X) <f(x, e(x), 6(x), E), 
w:(x) >f(s WAX), iz)3x), El, 
SO that the condition 3 of that lemma is satisfied. Therefore it is shown by 
Lemma 2 and by (19) and (25) that if one takes p0 E (0, M,/k), then for 
sufficiently small E > 0, (17) holds. 
Next, we prove (18). We may assume 6 < 6,. It is easily shown from Hi, 
H,, and Hi that there exists a positive d, <d such that the equation 
f(x, y, z, 0) = 0 has the (unique) continuously differentiable solution 
z=ql(x, y) on D1= {(x, y)lx,-X,<x~xO-~/4, ly-g(x)1 <dl} and 
the (unique) continuously differentiable solution z = (p2(x, y) on 
D,= ((x, y)lx,+6/4<x<x,+X,, jY---h(x)1 Gd,}, and that u=g(x) 
and u = h(x) are the solutions of the equation U’ = p i(x, U) on 
[x, - X,, x0 - 6/4] and the equation U’ = (p2(x, U) on [x, + 6/4, x0 + Xi], 
respectively. Then it is not difficult to prove from H, and H; that 
z = cp,(x, y) and z = (PJx, y) are negatively and positively directionally 
globally stable roots of the equation f(x, y, z, 0) = 0 on D, and on D,, 
respectively. Hence, similarly to the proof of Lemma 1, we get 
lim ~‘(x, E) = u’(x) (28) E’O 
uniformly on 6/3 < (x - x01 6 Xi. 
Evidently, q = y’(x, E) - u’(x) satisfies the equation 
Erl’ = fyx, E)V + ecx, E) (lx-xol >O)s 
where 
P(x, El = j; fAx9 Y( x, ~1, u’(x) + O(y’(x, E) - u’(x)), E) de, 
Qk El = j; fY(X’ u(x)+ WY( x, E) - 4x)), u’(x), E) dWx, E) - u(x)) 
X, U(X), U'(X), oE)do-&If(X). 
Then it is easily seen from (17), (20), and (28) that there exist a positive 
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k,<k and R,, L > 0 such that for sufficiently small E >O and 
Ix -x01 2 J/3, 
P(x, E) sgn(x - x0) < -k,, 
Moreover, we may well choose c2 > 0 such that for each sufficiently small 
E > 0, there exist ri(s) E (x0 - d/2, x0 - b/3) and t*(s) E (x0 + 6/3, x0 + 6/2) 
satisfying 
Thus for sufficiently small E > 0, we have 
IY’b-G &I - g’(x)l 
h$exp{ --:(x0-i--x)} 
+ 
c,L &+ R~,E 
ko - POE 
exp{-~o(xO-x)~ (xdxo-6), 
I Y’k E) - W)l 
<$exp { -:(x-x0-$} 
+ 
c,L&+ Roe 
ko -POE 
exp{-~o(x-xoH (x>x,+6). 
And (18) holds. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
By careful analysis the proof of Theorem 1, it is not difficult to see that 
H, may be weakened as 
H;. There exists X, > max{6,, 2X, lln (kp/M)I/p + lx,l} such that 
for x0-X,<x<x,, [y-g(x)1 <d, and O<E<E~, 
fyk YT g’(x), 6) > 0, 
and for x,<x<x,+X,, ly-/r(x)1 <d, and O<E<E~, 
fy(x, Y, h’(x), &I > 0, 
where 6,, k>O are as in H; and X, p, M>O are as in H4. 
In other words, we have the following 
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COROLLARY 1. Assume Hi, H, , Hi, HA, H; hold. Then the conclusion of 
Theorem 1 remains valid. 
We now adopt the hypotheses 
Hi. There exist 0,) M, > 0, and X, > lx,,l such that 
.L(x, Y, z, E) siivG=xd<O 
for XE [-X,,x,)u(x,,,X1], Iv-u(x)1 Gd, IzI < 00, and O<EGE~, and 
fz(x, y, z, E) sgn x d -MI eol’x’ 
for 1x1 2X,, Iy--u(x)1 <d, IzI < a~, and OGEGE,,. 
HI;. There exist N, 02, M, > 0 and o3 E (0, a,) such that 
1 fE(x, u(x), u’(x), &)I < Ne-“2i”1 
and 
Ifxk 4x1, 4x), 011 + Ifyk Y, u'(x), &)I 6 Mzeu’lx’ 
for 1x1 2X,, Iy-u(x)1 <d, and O<E<Q,. 
THEOREM 2. Assume Hi, H,, H;, Hz, H, hold. Then for sufficiently 
small E > 0, the boundary value problem (l), (2) has a solution y = y(x, E) 
such that 
lYb9 &I - 4x)l G Cl &exp{-p/x-x,1} (-co<x<oo). 
Zf, in addition, fY(x, y, u’(x), E) is bounded on 1x1 2X,, I y-u(x)1 <d, and 
O<E<Q,, then for any 6>0, 
IY’k &I - u’(x)1 G $exp{ -2(1x-x01-$} 
+c3&exp(-Ax--d} (lx-%I 261, 
where p, k,, cj (i= 1, 2, 3) are positive constraints. 
Proof. Let p=min{0,-a,, D*}. Then, by reasoning similar to the 
proof of (20) in Theorem 1, there exists M > 0 such that 
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Let 
k = M, e”’ x’, 
R=max( -x~a~c, (Ig”(X)l + IfAx, dx)y g’(x)y E)0y 
02;s; 
mm (W’(x)1 + lfE(x, h(x), h’(x), E)I)l. 
x0 < x s Xl O<E<.% 
Then it is evident that there exists B > 0 such that 
fv(x> Y, g’(x), E) > B (-Xl<X6X,, ly-g(x)164 O<E<Eo), 
fy(x, Y, h’(x), 8) > B (x,,<x<X,, ly-h(x)1 <d, O<E<E& 
and 
hold together. Let 
x eW + XI)/E + E~,e~(~ + XI), XQ -x,, 
Xek(x+X~)l~-E~ P(X+XI) 8 > x< -x,, 
o,(x) = u(x) - Jzl~-xol _ ER -3 B I4 <xx,, 
I Xe-k’x-X~)/~-E~ ,-/4x-X1) E X2X,, 
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where I0 = (g’(x,) - h’(x,)[ and L, = (M+ N) ePPXi/(k~ - .sp*). Then for 
sufficiently small E > 0, W,(x) and w,(x) satisfy all the conditions of 
Lemma 3. Thus, similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, it is not difficult to 
complete that of Theorem 2 by Lemma 3. 
Let err , M,, X, > 0 be as in H;. If Hi and H, are respectively changed 
to 
H6’. There exist L, N, M2, e2 > 0 and c3 E (0, a,) such that for 
I4 2X,, Iv--(x)1 <d, and O<E<E,,, 
Ifyk Y, u’(x), &)I G L 
lL(x, u(x), u’(x), &)I < Ne-“*‘“‘, 
IfAx, u(x), u’(x), 0)l < M2eu31X’ 
and 
HZ. There exists 
X*>max X,,l In 
{ I 
L 
01 M, .min(o, - fr3, fr2) Ii 
such that 
for -X*<x<x,, Iy-g(x)1 dd, and O<E<Q,, and 
fY(X’ y, W), E) > 0 
for x,<x<X*, IY-h(x)1 <d, and OGEGE,,, 
then, similarly to the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we deduce easily 
the following 
COROLLARY 2. Assume Hi, H,, Hi, H;’ , H; hold. Tjen t je concZu.Gon 
of Theorem 2 remains valid. 
We now replace HT by 
H;“. There exists X, 2 max{X, lx,,1 + co} (6, and X are as in H; and 
H,, respectively) such that 
fyk YY d(X),&)'0 
for -X,<xGx,, (y-g(x)1 <d, and O<E<E~, 
fyb, Y, h'(x), El>0 
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for x,,<x<X,, IY-h(x)1 <d, and O<E<E~, and 
f”(X, Y, u’(x), &) 2 0 
for 1x1 2 X0, I y - u(x)1 < d, and 0 < E < Q,; in addition, there exists X* > X,, 
such that the sign off,(x, u(x), u’(x), 0) does not change on x < -X* and 
on x > X*, respectively, and that 
for 1x1 B X*. 
fy(x, u(x), u’(x), 0) = 0 
THEOREM 3. Assume Hi, H,, H;, H,, H;’ hold. Then for sufficiently 
small E >O, the boundary value problem (l), (2) has a solution y= y(x, E) 
such that 
IYk &I - @)I G Cl & (-co<x<m). 
If, in addition, there exists L>O such that 
IfAx, YY u’(x), &)I + Mx, u(x), u’(x), O)l 
+ IfAx, u(x), u’(x), &)I d L 
for 1x1 2 X*, 1 y - u(x)1 <d, and 0 GE < q,, then for any 6 > 0, 
IY’k &I - u’(x)1 
where k,, ci (i = 1,2, 3) are positive constants. 
Proof. Let 
R=max{ max (IfA% g(x), g’(x), &)I + Id’(x)1 ), -x*CxCxg 
O<E<Y) 
xoyxa.x, (IfAx, h(x), h'(x), &)I + Ih”(x)lI. 
O<E<EO 
Then there exists B > 0 such that 
fyb Y, g'(x), E)>B (-Xo<x<xo, IY-g(x)1 <d, O<E<E,,), 
fv(x, Y, h’(x), E)>B (xo<xGXo, Iy-h(x)1 <d, Ose<d, 
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$,~[l+RY*+2(lu’(-X*), +lu’(X*)l) 
+I”’ 
-cc 
Pw~~+~mdw~ 
x* 1 
hold together. Let 
W2(x,&)=g(X)+11(E)exp{~(x+X,)} 
2 
+/$@)+$+$x (-x*<x< -X,), 
0,(x, E) = h(x) + ct2(&) exp 
1 
-+-0)) 
w,(x, &I= h(x) - a2(~) exp { -+3)} 
-p2(E)-g+$x (x,<x<x*), 
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where 
&RX0 R 1 
+ k -( > +& 2-i . 
By Hi and H;‘, we have 
u,,(x) = -fx(x, U(X)? u’(x), 0) 
j-,(x, u(x), u’(x), 0) 
(Ix1 2 x*). 
Hence the sign of u”(x) does not change on x< -X* and on x2X*, 
respectively. It follows that 
/I 
x (1 -ekc-f)/E ) u”(t) dt <2ju’( -x*)1 (x< -x*)3 
-x* 
lj 
x 
** (e- 
k(X-~)lE- l)u”(t)dt 62lu’(x*)I (x2x*). 
Iff,(x, u(x), u’(x), 0) < 0 for x < --X*, then let 
6,(x, E) = g(x) + 
( 
El(C) ewe- x*)/s + g 
> 
ek(x+X*)/& 
+ PI(&) - !y+fjl,* (1 -ek(x-f)l&) 
x (p(t) + u”(t)) dt (x G -x*), 
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2 g&, &) = g(x) - Ml(&) ek(*o-x*)l& + ER 
k2 > 
ek(x+X*)I& 
k(x ~ I)/E (1-e ) 
X’ 
x At) dt (x< -x*), 
while iff,(x, u(x), u’(x), 0) 2 0 for x < -X*, then let 
0,(x, 6) = g(x) + al(E) ek(Xo-X*)‘E + $ 
> 
e&x + X*)/E 
(1 -ek(x-f)/E) 
x* 
x At) dt (x d -x*), 
0,(x, E) = g(x) _ CL,(E) eW-x’)/~ + E’R 
k2 > 
ek(x+X*)IE 
x (p(t) + u”(t)) dr (x< -AT*). 
Similarly, iff,(x, u(x), u’(x), 0) < 0 for x 2 X*, then let 
6,(x, E) = h(x) + 
( 
ct2(.5) e-k(X*-xo)/E + C! 
k2 > 
ERX* E x,~~(~~~*)~~+P~(E)--+~ 
s 
x 
X 
X. (e- 
k(x - I)/& 
- l)s(t)dt (x2x*), 
f&(X,&)=/z(X)- .,(E)e-k(x*-xo)/e+fi ( k2 > 
Xe-k’“-V.V”-B2(E)+~-S 
s 
x 
X 
X. (e- 
k(x- f)je - l)(q(t) + u”(t)) dz (x2x*), 
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while iff,(x, u(x), u’(x), 0) > 0 for x > X*, then let 
ciqX,&)=h(x)+ ct2(E)e-k(x*-xo)‘t+~ 
( 
2 
) 
x ,-k(x-X*)l& + fl2(E) - f$f?+;j;e(e-*‘“l”&- 1) 
x (q(t) + u”(t)) dt (x2x*), 
&X,&)=h(x)- a,(&)e-k~x*-xo)‘“+$ 
( 
2 
> 
xe -““~X*“‘B2(E)+~-~f~* (,-‘+--f)Ll) 
x q(t) dt (x2x*). 
Let 
&4x, E), x< -x*, 
W,(x, El, -x* <x< -x,, 
O,(x) = 6(x, E), -XIJGXGX,, 
&(x, El, X,<X<X*, 
&(x, El, X2X*, 
i 
0‘0, Eh X< -x*, 
w2k Eh -x*<x< -x0, 
o,(x) = w,k EL -x,<x<x,, 
0,(x, El, X,<X<X*, 
0,(x, El, x2x*. 
Then for sufficiently small E > 0, W,(x) and c,(x) satisfy all the conditions 
of Lemma 2. Hence, similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, it is not difficult 
to show by Lemma 2 that the conclusion of Theorem 3 holds. 
We now assume 
H:. There exist B, L >O such that for x#xO, Iv----u(x)1 Gd, and 
O<E<Eg, 
B < fy(X, Y, U’(X), E) < L, 
If&, u(x), u’(x), O)l + IfXx, u(x), u’(x), &)I GL. 
THEOREM 4. Assume Hi, H,, Hi, H4, H$ hold. Then for sufficiently 
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small E > 0, the boundary value problem (1 ), (2) has a solution y = y(x, E) 
such that 
lY(X, El - u(x)1 
~+hP{ -&-x,I]+c,e (-m<x<co), 
and for any 6 > 0, 
lY’(4 6) - W)l 
<qexp{-$(,x-xo,-;)} 
+c3&w{ 4x-x0,} (lx-x,l>b), 
where k,, ci (i = 1,2, 3) are positive constants. 
Proof: It is clear that there exists R > 0 such that 
lu”(x)l <R 
for x#xo. Let 
W,(x)=z4(x)+JZoexp{-Elx-x,lj 
(--oo<x<co), 
ye(x)=::~-~Zoexp{-~~x-xo~] 
(R+L)E - 
B 
(-co<x<co), 
where I, = 1 g’(x,) - h’(x,)j. Then, similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, it is 
easily shown by Lemma 2 that the theorem is true. 
IV. UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
Let Q, > 0 be a constant, and 
~=((x,Y,z)IIxl<~, lYl<% IZl<~l. 
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Then we have the following 
THEOREM 5. Assume f(x, y, z, E) is defined on S x (0, EJ. If for each 
EE (0, E,,], f(x, y, z, E) is continuous with respect to (x, y, z) on S, and 
fk Y,, z, E)<f(X, y,, z, E) 
whenever (x, y,, z, E), (x, y,, z, E) E Sx (0, Q,] and y, < y,, then for 
0 <E < E,,, the boundary value problem (l), (2) has at most one solution. 
Proof For any s1 E (0, E,,], if the boundary value problem (l), (2) has 
two solutions y= y,(x, si) and y= y,(x, si), then it follows from the 
assumptions of the theorem that y,(x, cl) - y,(x, .sl) has neither a positive 
maximum nor a negative minimum on (-co, co), so that, by (2), we have 
Y,(X, El) = Y2(4 El) (-co<x<a3). 
And the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 6. Assume f(x, y, z, E) is defined on S x (0, ~~1. If, for each 
EE (0, ~~1, f(x, y, z, E), fy(x, y, z, E), and f,(x, y, z, E) are continuous with 
respect to (x, y, z) on S, and 
fy(x, y, z, 6) 2 0 
for (x, Y, z, E) E S x (0, ~~1, then for 0 < E < co, the boundary value problem 
(l), (2) has at most one solution. 
Proof If the assertion were false, then there would exist E, E (0, eO] such 
that the problem (l), (2) has two different solutions y= y,(x, si) and 
y= y,(x, si). Therefore, from (2), we may assume ye(x)= y2(x, cl)- 
y,(x, E,) attains the positive maximal value, say M, at a certain x = xi, and 
there exists x2 > x1 such that yo(xz) < M. Take X < x1. Let 
P(X) = J’ fz(x, Y2( x, &I), Y;(x, E,) + BY&), 4) de, 
4(x) = j’ fy(x, Y1( x, El) + BY,(X), Y;(x, E,), ~1) de. 
Then there exist A, B> 0 such that Ip( <A and 0 <q(x) < B for 
X<x<x,. Let 
u(x) = ye(x) + rj(e’(x-xl) - l), (29) 
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where 
r=$(A+B)+l. M - Y&2) 
’ = 2(e ax2 - Xl) _ 1). (30) 
Then it is clear that u(x) must attain a positive maximum at some 
x* E (X, x2). Hence, by (29), (30) and 
ElYax*)-P(x*) Yb(x*)-dx*) Y&*)=0, 
we get u”(x*) > 0. This contradicts the meaning of x*. Theorem 6 is thus 
proved. 
THEOREM 7. Assume that f(x, y, z, E) is defined on S x (0, Q,] and that 
for each EE(O, d, fk Y, z, E), f,,(x, y, z, E) andf,(x, y, z, E) are continuous 
with respect to (x, y, z) on S. Zf there exist X,, k, M > 0, X, > X, and some 
x0 such that 
Lb, Y, z, ~)wdx-xd< -k 
for Ix-xOl>Xl, Iyl<~, IzIcoo, andO<E<q,, 
Ify(x, Y1 z* &)I G M 
forX,<Ix-x,l<X2, Jyl<cq Izj<co,O<~Qq,,and 
fy(x, Y, z, E) 2 0 
forIx-~,l~X~orIx-x,l~X~,IyI<~,IzI<~,andO<&~&~,thenfor 
sufficiently small E > 0, the boundary value problem (1) (2) has at most one 
solution. 
Proof: Obviously, there exists sr E (0, .sO] such that 
k-,/k2-4ME 2M 
2E 
<- 
k 
for O-CE-CE,. NOW, we prove that for 0 < E < min{ .sr , k2/4M), the 
boundary value problem (l), (2) has at most one solution. Suppose on the 
contrary that for some E*E (0, minis,; k2/4M}), the boundary value 
problem (I), (2) has two different solutions y= y,(x, Ed) and y= y,(x, E*). 
For convenience let y,,(x) = y,(x, Ed) - yr(x, Ed) > 0 at some point. 
Consider the boundary value problem 
%Y"=P(X) Y'+&) Y, 
Y(--co)=% y(oo)=O, 
(31) 
(32) 
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where 
P(X) = s,’ fzk VA x, d, y;cG 4 + WAX), Ed de, 
4(x) = ib’ f&G YA x, -4 +&Y,(X), Y;(x, cd, d de. 
For any constant c, y = cyO(x) is a solution of the boundary value problem 
(31), (32). Let 
5(x-x,+XJ)+B. x<x,--x2, 
exp{W-x,+X,)}, x,-x*<x<xg-x1, 
Ix-%I GX,, 
exp{ -4x-x0-X,)), x,+x,<x<x,+x,, 
-$(x-x,-x*)}+B, x2x,+x*, 
where 
Then 
WJYx) <p(x) w’(x) + q(x)w(x) 
(lx-%I <Xl), 
&*WU(X) < P(Xb’(X) + q(xb(x) 
(X, < Ix-xoI <X2 or Ix-xOl >X,), 
o’(xg f x, - 0) > w’(x, * x, + O), 
o’(x, + x* - 0) = w’(xo f x, + 0). 
Moreover, 
1 
- exp 
2 { 
+,-X,)}<o(x)<l (-co<x<oo). 
Thus the set E = {c I q,,(x) c o(x), - 00 <x < co } is nonempty and 
bounded from above. Let cO = sup E. Then 
co h(X) G 4x1 (-03<x<co). 
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Evidently, c,, 4 E, and there exists x* such that 
c,y,(x*) = 0(x*). (33) 
For simplicity we assume x* is the supremum of all x* which make (33) 
hold. Then x* < 00 and 
co Ye(X) < 4x1 (x*<x<co). (34) 
It is easily seen that 
c()yb(x*) = w’(x*) 
provided x* E (-co, co)\{x,f Xi}. 
If Ix* -x01 2 Xi, then there exists 6 > 0 such that 
co h(X) ’ 4x1 (x*<x<x*+d). 
This contradicts (34). 
If Ix* - x01 < Xi, let 
W(x) = o(x), o(x) = co h(X) (x*dx<x,+x,); 
then it will be seen by Theorem 7.3 of [20] that Eq. (31) has a solution 
y = j(x) satisfying the boundary conditions 
3x*) = coYo(x*h ~(xo+~I)=l(~(xo+~I)+c~Y,(xo+~I)) (35) 
and the inequality 
o(x) 6 j(x) d G(x) (x*Gx<xo+x,). 
Hence J’(x*) = cOyb(x*), so that 
Y(x) = co h(X) (x*<x<x()+x,). 
This contradicts (34) and (35). And Theorem 7 is proved. 
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